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tand sure as is the present intentional parturitional behavior of the

mother who practices "childbirth without fear." BOOK REVIEWS
Into this frame of reference we can fit, as a culminant procedure

and in terms of total life-acceptance, this skilled modernization of
the Bardo ThSdol. Here in THE PSYCHEDELIC EXPERIENCE is the

crowning efficacious rite whereby, after the physical, racial, three- THE PEYOTE CULT stands as fact is simply this: La
dimensional life has been fulfilled, we go on to that specific psy- By Weston La Barre. (New En- Barre's The Peyote Cult is still quite

chological growth which raises us to the goal that alone makes !arged Edition.) Hamden, Conn.: generally considered to be the out-
sense of Life, that brings us those powers and freedoms, to attain Shoestring Press, Inc., 1964. Pp. standing work on peyote. It is notoften that any monograph in such
which we took a human body and lived the strenuous preparatory 260; illus. $7.50. a fast-moving field can hold a posi-

75 years as an embryonic psyche. Of all the hallucinogens, peyote tion of primacy for a quarter of a
- the small, innocuous-looking century. Consequently, I refrain
spineless cactus, Lophophora Wil- here from being ludicrous enough
!iamsii - has attracted probably the to present a "review" of so well
most widespread attention, and this known and tested a document.

BOOKS RECEIVED over a relatively long period of As we all rejoice in having the
time. The bibliography concerning original again easily available, we

P peyote and its chemical constituents are still more grateful that thisnew, enlarged edition has two ap-
covers many fields and is stagger- pendices, bringing peyote studies

Bradley, P. B., Fliigel, F., 9t Hoch, three issues: Fr. 20,- (France); ingly extensive. Known since the up to date in an astonishingly
P.H., eds.: Neuro;Psychopharma- Fr. 22, 50 (abroad) $4.60. Pay- days of the Spanish subjugation of masterful way.
cology. Proceedings of the Third able to "Amis d' Hermes," Li- Mexico, peyote increasingly seems The second part of this new
Meeting of the Collegium Inter- brairie V_ga, 175 Boul. Saint- every day to be claiming the atten- edition, entitled "Twenty Years of
nationale Neuro-Psychopharma- Germain, Paris, 6e, France. tion of serious scientific investigators. Peyote Studies" (taking us from

Twenty-seven years, ago, Weston 1958 to 1958) was first publishedcologicum; Munich, September Mondrag6n, Sergio, g' Randall,
1962. (Vol. 5). Amsterdam/I.on- Margaret, eds.: el como emplum- La Barre published his Ph.D. thesis as No. I in Vol. I of Current /In.
don/New York: Elsevier Pub'g ado/the plumed horn. a magazine in anthropology at Yale University. thropologist in 1960. In addition to
Co., 1964. Pp. 607. $25.00. from Mexico City. No. 15, Janu- It appeared as No. 19 of the Yale a bibliography of some 165 titles,

City Lights jrournal. Number Two. ar,/ 1965. Apartado Postal 15-546, University Publications in Anthro- mainly ethnological, La Barre pre-
San Francisco: City Lights Books, M_xico 15, D.F. Single copy, $1. pology. The volume quickly became sents a clear picture of the increas-
1964. Pp. 280. $2.50. Four issues, $5.00 (57.00 pesos), accepted as the authoritative work ing political persecution of theon the peyote cult, but only a few American Indians' rights to free

Dabrowski, Kazimierz: Positive Dis- Patka, Frederick: Value and Exis- years after publication it was un- exercise of the peyote religious cult.
integration. (Ed. Sc intro, by tence. Studies in Philosophic available. Mainly anthropological He likewise gives illuminating in-
Jason Aronson.) Boston: Little, Anthropology. New York: Philo- La' Barre's treatment succeeded - sights into the direction of pay-
Brown It- Co., 1964. Pp. 132. sophical Library, 1964. Pp. 259. it is generally agreed -- in present- chiatric and psychological research
$5.50. $4.75. ing what we might term an inter- concerning peyote and mescaline in

Ferlinghetti, Lawrence: Routines. Pauwels, Louis, ed.: Plandte. La disciplinary approach. He reviewed this period.
[Twelve Short Plays.] New York: premi&re revue de bibliotheque, much of the botany and ethnobot- The third and perhaps most
New Directions. Pp. 52. $1.55. No. 18, Sept.-Oct., 1964. (Edi- any, chemistry and pharmacology significant part of the new editiontions Retz, 42 rue de Berri, Paris basic to a solid understanding of is "The Last Five Years of Peyote

Kahn, Samuel: Psychodrama Ex- 8, France.) (Appears six times a peyote itself and, in turn, of the Studies." Totaling $7 pages, it is
planned. (Intro. by J. L. Moreno.) year. Single copy, 5,00 F. One native religious cult that had grown divided into sections on ethnog-
New York: Philosophical Library, year, 50 F. [$6.14]; two years, 54 up around it. This, combined with raphy, problems of acculturation
1964. Pp. 77. $5. F. Italian edition: "Pianeta" his meticulous field work, gave La and diffusion, the Native American

L.E.U.P., 21, via Fra' Domenico Barre's treatment a singularly sym- Church, mescalism, mescaline and
Masui, Jacques, ed.: Hermds. Re- Buonvicini- Firenze.) pathetic and objective character its experimental uses, peyote as a

cherches sur I'exp_rience spirit- that one finds too often wanting in "narcotic," peyote and the law, the
uelle. Paris: Librairie Vega. No. 2, Winn, Ralph B.: Dictionary o! HyP' sundry studies that are otherwise secularization of peyote, chemical
Hiver-Printemps 1964. (Appears nosis. New York: Philosophical sound and superbly executed. What mysticism and an academic debacle.
semi-annually). Subscription for Library, 1965. $3.75.
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All of this is not only highly inter- such as tobacco and alcohol which, i question of the expansion of con- Terriil, Savage, and Jackson's
esting but its significance to the to physical health, can be far more 0 sciousness within a different inter- contribution to the NAPA State
ever more complicated role of dangerous than a weekly Indian use pretive framework- with resulting Hospital Symposium on LSD, en-
peyote in North American Indian ora feebly psychotropicdesert plant, differences in suggestions for the titled "LSD, Transcendence, and
relations with the United States And as for his mental health, West- social and cultural implications of the New Beginning," sketches with
and local governments is presented ern man is already imbedded in the psychedelics. Rather than a some interesting case histories the
in a most authoritative, unbiased narcotic institutions such as adver- host-of contradictions among the medico-religious framework so suc-
and realistic point of view. tising, television, and movies--which views (with one or two notable cessful in the psychedelic treatment

Perhaps the last two topics dis- invite illusions about ourselves fully exceptions), there is a set of con- of alcoholism.
cussed in this section of the book as dangerous as any Indian religi- verging perspectives. A special note is Humphry
will interest many readers of The ous cult." The inclusion of Roy Grinker's Osmond's "Review of the Clinical
Psychedelic Review more intimately. The only unfortunate aspect of "warning" editorial (reprinted from Effects of Psychotomimetic Agents."
La Barre follows the search for the the publication of La Barre's new, the A.M.A. Archives o[ General This chapter is an excellent brief
"mystic experience" through use of enlarged edition is the fact that it Psychiatry) may represent, at some survey of the pharmacologic, thera-
chemical substances--a new fashion, will not become a best seller, will not too distant future, an embar- peutic, psychological and experien-
albeit as old as history- in an not become widely available to the rasssing professional position, tial aspects of the so-called "psycho-
unusually objective manner; with- great mass of American readers and, The Grinker invective, how- tomimetic" substances. The value
out stating his position in so many because it does not beat the drum ever, is set into sharper perspective of this paper lies in its outline of
words, he leaves no doubt as to for currently popular movements, by the contribution of Cole 8cKatz a historical perspective in which
where he stands on this new search probably will not be heeded by ("The Psychotomimetic Drugs: An much of the contemporary scien-
that has been embraced by many, those most in need of its lessons. Overview") in which the question tific and social controversy may be
from professors of theology and of the therapeutic potential of the located. In addition, the essay is
psychologists to beatnik poets and Richard Evans Schultes psychedelics is raised within a psy- full of intriguing research sugges-
bohemians. In "An Academic chiatrically-based discussion of exist- tions.
Debacle," La Barre discusses the ing social and scientific use and Three essays, originally pub-
role of psiloo/bine, LSD and other abuse. A third medically-oriented
psychotropic substances--of which LSD--THE CONSCIOUSNESS contribution, by Dr. Eric Kast, de-
peyote or mescaline form but one EXPANDING DRUG scribes the employment of LSD-25

in the amelioration of the painful
group- in academic circles, especi- Edited by David Solomon. Intro- and desperate situation of the ter-
ally in the experiments conducted duction by Timothy Leary, Ph.D. minal cancer patient. He reports
at Harvard University by Alpert N.Y.: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1964. that in a study of 128 patients Tile
and Leary. The entire history of Pp. 273. $5.95. given LSD once, significant reduc-

events at Harvard that led to the tion in pain intensity was observed Peyote Cultdismissal of these two faculty mem- This volume is a collection of
over a three-week period. There was

bers and their later activities with what by now may be considered a a corresponding general lifting of
these hallucinogens, is related with representative selection of some of _ negative affect and an increase in by Weston La Barre
factual objectivity, the classic papers and articles on [ personal indifference to the fact of

At the end of this, La Barre's the psychedelics. Fifteen contribu- approaching death. Kast's paper New enlarged editionlatest contribution to his peyote tions form a spectrum of views- stands out as one of the most spe-
studies, he writes the following, from the most enthusiastic to the cific clinical applications of the 260 pp., illus., app., bibliog.
which should be very widely most negatively conservative, with psychedelics in an increasingly
respected as the judgment of a rea- much material in between that wider area of social settings. _7.50
soned specialist and a widely recog- deserves careful appraisal. Included in this volume is
nizedauthority in the sociaisciences: Timothy Leary's excellent in- Unger's excellent and comprehen- "...scrupulously measured
"The promise of an understanding troduction locates the present con- stye survey of psychedelics and the and balanced appraisals...'of schizophrenia-at least so far as troversy within a historical, social, issue of rapid personality change,
experiments with mescaline are con- scientific, and religious perspective, which appeared first in Psychiatry.
cerned -- has now, according to the The various contributions repre- Unger also contributes a bibliog- --R. E. Sehultes
experts, largely faded away. As sent, as Lear,/ suggests, "an early raphy of the English-language liter- Harvard!lo_q_l Museum
for hedonic escapes, Western man exploratory probe into the area of ature on LSD and psychotherapy
already complacently accepts (since accelerated and expanded con- (which was also published in the
it is ours) the mass use of substances sciousness." Each chapter views the last issue of this Review).
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lashed in Playboy magazine, are also Timothy Leary's "How to J practitioners in the field of drug powerful mind-ahering substances.included in this collection. Dan Change Behavior" is a remarkable use. It can be seen from this book Together with his associates, Blum
Wakefield's essay, "The Ha!lucino- essay; an excursion into the psy. that there is now an acceleration has succeeded to some extent in
gens: A Reporter's Objective View," chology of personal change and ap. of social interest in the problem of exploring and explaining an un-
although somewhat presumptuous plied mysticism, it represents the acculturating the psychedelics, familiar research area composed of
in title, is a reasonable account of author's perspective during the These essays span the last a wide range of sub rosa activity,
the psychedelic controversy at early period of the Harvard re- decade: from early research in Call- utopian dreams, religious aspira.
Harvard University and in Mexico, search project. When read in con- fornia conducted at what is called tions, and ordinary vague enthu-
touching repeatedly on the ongoing junction with his introduction to "a religious medical center" (the siasm, interpenetrated by a certain
process of current cultural assimila- this book, one sees an orderly se- International Federation for Ad- atmosphere of personal life-renewal,
tion of psychedelics, quence of experientially-grounded vanced Study [IFAS]), using thera- a contagious psychological aspira-

Aldous Huxley's "Culture and intellectual constructions. This essay peutic models of human conscious- tion, as Blum himself admits. This
the Individual" elaborates on the gains greater import when read and ness, to the IFIF Mexican Center book, therefore, illuminates the
classical ongoing dialogue between perceived within this context, established by Leary, Alpert and great stress placed on the contem-

socially conditioned, so-called, "nor- The publication of this volume Metzner, for whom LSD appears as porary individual psyche in its re-
mai" waking consciousness and the at this time probably coincides with a new chemical tool for human ex- lationship with an increasingly com-

pression and development (chap- plex and impersonal society. Thatpotential of the human nervous a growing acceptance of the psy-
system, ters VIII and IX). B!um has also the light it throws is sometimes a

Alan Harrington is represented chedelics. It will also probably help included studies of the ideas about lurid one, does not seem completelyto determine this acceptance. In
LSD and its use by individuals who inappropriate to our present human

by "A Visit to Inner Space," an any case, on informative grounds take the drug as an adjunct to their situation. We are living in a strangehonest and amusing description of alone it is a welcome collection of
own personal explorations. Their period following two major warsthe author's personal psychedelic interesting and wide-ranging essays.

exploration. There are some addi- comments and reflections on private and constantly under the shadow
tional enlightening, anecdotal side- aUr_TH_rRM. WEH. LSD use are quite diverse, but one of the next. Young people, particu-
trips descriptive of the socio-politi- can claim on the basis of Blum's larly intellectuals and artists, are
cai characteristics of the Harvard evidence that in the aggregate the looking inward and back into their
situation, with brief personal life- appeal is one in which humanistic personal and archetypical past,
histories of the players involved, values prevail, turning, as it were, toward the in-

This book can also be praised her life via the use of mind-ahering
The essay gives one a taste for the UTOPIATES: for its treatment of some of the substances, just as in the '30s many
flavor of the Harvard scene, a com- THE USE AND USERS major social problems faced by so-mendably explicit personal attempt young intellectuals turned to the
at evaluation. OF LSD-25. ciety through the availability of inner life via the church.

Other contributions to this col- By Richard Blum and Associates.
lection include Alan Watt.,' "A Foreword by Nevitt Sanford. fA
Psychedelic Experience: Fact or Publication of the Institute for the
Fancy?" Watts replays a meta-scien- Study of Human Problems, Stan-
t/tic theme persistent in his more ford University.] New York: Ather-
recent writings, the organism/ea- ton Press ("Behavioral Science ! CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUG
vironment relationship, and the Series"), 1964. Pp. 303. $8.00. !
possibility of epistemological dis- Dr. Blum's timely book, Ute#i- EditedbyDavidSolomon
covery which the psychedelics per- ages, is about LSD and those who IntroductionbyTimothyLeery,Ph.D.
tend. use it for individual growth, spiri-

Huston Smith's essay, "Do mai illumination, and artistic ex-

Drugs Have Religious Import?", pression. AldousHuxley HumphreyOsmond.D.P.M.
discusses, in a commendably precise If this were ail, the book would WilliamS. Burreups Jonathan0. C01e,M.0.
way, the issue of the veridicality of scarcely be remarkable. In fact, it Alan Watts Hust0m Smi_, Ph.D.
chemically-induced religious or mys- is important for the cross-lights it DanWakefield Royn. 6riJor,Sr.,M.D.
tical experience. Smith's distinction throws on one close-knit group of
between religious experience and LSD users and for the subtlety and _ $5.95
the religious life throws light on range of its criticism. Underlying Please send yourerders (pre-paid,no charge
what has been described elsewhere the strength of this study is the for postage)to The Psychedelic Beak
as the "problem of psychedelic re- presentation of essays on law and Service, Box 171, New Hyde Park N. Y.
entry." related topics, essays by leading
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Every movement of human life Downing). IX. Rationale of the his latest work, however, Dr. Cohen sionally with LSD. In a study of
is affected by the way man's mind Mexican Psychedelic Training Cen- · has assumed the larger task of re- subjects given LSD in a state of
works. Everything we see, touch, ter (T. Leafy, R. dlpert, 6. R. viewing the entire scope of LSD sensory impoverishment, the author
think and feel is linked with it, so Metzner). X. Psychedelic Experi- knowledge and theory and his noted that "sensory deprivation can
that when the mind is extended for ence and Religious Belief (7. jr. undertaking has been most success- abort the LSD reaction in some
brief moments, these elements can Downing 6' Willigm Wygant, Tr.). ful. The many facets of "The LSD people," which suggests that this
be used more freely and creatively, XI. Social and Legal Response to Story" are explored for a non-medi- drug may alter the coding mech-
and can therefore be a tremendously Pleasure-Giving Drugs (7oel Fort). cai reader in prose that is simple anism of incoming sensations.
important influence in personal and XII. Police Views on Drug Use and enjoyable. Hallucinations are examined in a
social change. So far from LSD (R. Blum 6' 7eanne Wahl). XIII.
necessarily being the withdrawal of A Police Administrator Comments As an overture to his descrip- separate chapter, since they are con-
the mind from reality, it has on the Drug Movement (Edward tive study, Dr. Cohen offers the sidered to be disturbances in
brought it, for certain people, once Comber). XIV. Conclusions and hypothesis that man alone seems "thinking-feeling" rather than visual
again into an enriched, common Commentary (R. Blum). to have a persistent desire to alter aberrations. Drug induced halluci-
everyday life. Both tendencies are his state of awareness and reality, nations are compared with those
represented in Blum's research data. for they are not fully satisfying as naturally induced, those secondary

It seems likely that no quick ordinarily experienced. Historical to a psychotic process, and those of
rational explanation will be forth- and anthropological evidence is delirium tremens. Somewhat unex-
coming for the range of the emo- outlined to support his opinion, pectedly, this discussion is concluded
tional power of LSD on the human THE BEYOND WITHIN He shows how Greeks, Egyptians, with a consideration of the creative
psyche. As this book suggests, LSD THE LSD STORY Orientals, Indians, and North and aspect of a psychedelic experience,South American natives have all noting that there is often a strong
has a different meaning for dif- By Sidney Cohen, M.D. New York: discovered some naturally occurring subjective feeling of creativity when
ferent people, a different meaning Atheneum, 1964. Pp. vii & 268.
for different professions, and even $5.00. substance which will change the LSD is taken.
a different meaning for different state of consciousness. When there Several accounts of subjects'
social classes; no doubt people will The Beyond Within is an in- was no actual ingestion of some personal experiences are included
continue to employ it to fill their triguing title for a fascinating book. agent, men induced a change in in the general examination of the
own particular needs. Author Sidney Cohen is currently awareness through self-sacrificing effects of LSD. The reports vary

This is an extremely timely one of the leaders in the field of physical practices that were often from ecstasy to terror, from psycho-
and important volume and will be psychopharmacologic research with painfully rigorous, and occasionally analytic insight to mystical union.
of great interest to readers of this the psychedelic agents. His previous lethal. The methods varied, but the The examples are well chosen for
journal, works in this field, dating back to goals were constant: to induce a the authors are articulate, and their

Michael Hollingshead 1959, have been written for a medi- personal alteration in reality. In experiences easily understood. Dr.
cai audience and have dealt with our present century, these practices Cohen interweaves some of his own
the psychotherapeutic potential of continue--some condoned, many experiences which add further per-

(Appendix to Hollingshead review:) LSD as well as its possible harmful condemned - but the search for spective to the accounts.

Readers may wish to know the effects. In 1962 he co-authored the substances that will, in some way, In perhaps the most challeng-
contents in detail: I. Background volume Psychochemotherapy: The temporarily alter awareness con-
Considerations (Richard Blum). II. Physician's Manual (Los Angeles: tinues. The remarkable story of Dr. ing and controversial chapters, LSD
The Research Enterprise and Its Western Medical Publications) in Albert Hofmann's discovery of is discussed as a psychotherapeutictool. The author upholds his earlier
Problems (R. Blum). III. The Natu- which the biochemical theories of LSD-25, by accidentally ingesting a views that the drug can be a potent

ral History of LSD Use (R. Blum, mental illness were reviewed in _ minute amount of the substance, adjunct to the therapeutic process,
E. Blum, 6' M. L. Funkhouser). IV. light of the increasing knowledge concludes this introductory chapter, although he now disclaims its effect

LSD "Regulars": Continuing Users of the chemistry of LSD. In this ! The major portion of the book as a "model psychosis". He sees
Compared with Discontinuers work it was stated: "Whether or is devoted to an examination of the LSD as reducing the patient's de-
(ibid.). V. Rejection and Acceptance not any of all of these theories will effects of LSD. It begins with a dis- fensiveness, thus allowing repressed
of LSD: Users and Controls Com- be substantiated by future research, i cussion of the perceptive and cogni- memories and conflictual material
pared (ibid.). VI. Psychopharmaco- the psychotomimetic drugs, by mak- _ tire distortions produced by the to come forth which then may be
logical Considerations (Keith Kil- ing possible the study of 'model' drug, and includes a review of some dealt with therapeutically. The need
!am). VII. The Institutionalization psychosis, provide a useful tool for of the studies of sensory depriva- for further investigation of these
of LSD (R. Blum et al.). VIII. investigation from which may tion, indicating that many of the properties is noted, along with the
Zihuatanejo: An Experiment in emerge knowledge of these dis- signs of sensory deprivation are difficulties of doing such research.
Transpersonative Living (Joseph 7. orders in human beings" (p. 38). In similar to certain effects seen occa- After discussing these potential
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/benefits, there is a long description "What we need is a new kind $. deal with the subject at its and rewarding chapter in the book
of the possible harmful aspects of of theological critique- not a · mythic level, is chapter six, "This Is My Body.")
LSD ingestion to the patient, the polemic, not a debunking, not These proposals indicate that Watts But the book is admittedly not a.I
therapist, and the casual unsuper- even a 'restatement in contain, tends to equivocate between reit- _0rk'of scholarship. However, if he_
vised user. Dr. Cohen strongly porary terms.' We need a natural gion and theology -- they are not manages to shake any of the com- [
warns against the unrestricted use history of theology, wherein the identical. However, given the notion placent-pious out of their rut, he [
of these substances, both profes- development of religious ideas of a post-Christian era in which will have sery_ed.___wort,hwhilc pur-J
sionally and publicly; he cautions and practices be studied, not as we are presently living, a viewpoint pose; f_ the rest, BEYOND
that unskilled, unsupervised use something good for life or bad that takes into account the dialogue ' THEOLOGY is an amusing and
can cause much suffering. A discus- for it, but as a form of life it- going on between the world reit- entertaining divertimento, abun-
sion of LSD as an agent of war self, like a particular species of gions, as Watts proposes, can only dandy scattered with passages of in-
seems to echo these somber tones, flower or bird." (p. 1!) be supported. Watts' knowledge of sight and wit.
Almost as an apology to these pre- Eastern religions affords him such I'AUL ZEE
ceding chapters, the author con- The natural history model is a a vantage point.
eludes his work with a general post- questionable analogy; what he seems In a chapter entitled, "How
tive view of the potential of LSD to be calling for is already a very MUST We Have Faith," he speaks

in the fields of psychology, religion, large enterprise- the phenomenol- about and against the hypocrisy of MUSHROOMand psychiatry, ogy of religion. Would Watts direct much of Christianity in a post- ·

The Beyond Within is a com- !ogyphen°men°l°gyandits history?t°a stUdYTheof theo- _ Christian world. Although one
prehensive, well-written survey of pioneer might agree with the general out- CEREM0_Y _\;·\` [

what is currently known of LSD, effort in this area is Werner Jaeger's lines of his critique, this reader fth _!_[--its uses, abuses, and potentials. Like THEOLOGY OF THE PRESO- was put off by such sweeping asset- 0 6

most broad surveys it sometimes CRATIC PHILOSOPHERS. Eric tions as: "Outside Quaker meetings MA_TEC I'suffers from over-simplification and Havelock's brilliant PREFACE TO and Catholic monasteries, there is

occasional lapses into the philo- PLATO now supersedes Jaeger's hardly the slightest concern for the INDIANS '
sophie. It is, however, a fascinating work; these two studies, along with inner life, for the raising of human
and thoroughly readable account of Bruno Sne!l's THE DISCOVERY consciousness to union with God

a controversial topic that daily in- OF THE MIND, chart the course --supposedly the main work of reli- Of ME_IC0
creases in complexity, of the rise of rationality in the gion." (p. 86). Aside from the issue

Carl Sahman, M.D. Greek context, a development which of what most adequately defines the recol'd_ by
includes the beginning of theology main work of religion, the first part
as a rational reflection, the word of the sentence is obviously untrue. V.P. & R. GORDONWJ_0N

BEYOND THEOLOGY coined by Plato in his REPUBLIC. In calling the Church out of its It Huautllde lilainex
By Alan Watts. The Art of God- This pre-Christian Greek develop- involvement in irrelevancies, Watts
manship. -- New York: Pantheon ment, which must include Aristotle, announces that "the basic design of This record will be of Interest to
Books, Random House, 1964. Pp. Philo and P!otinus, is then taken traditional Christianity must first everyone who is concerned with
256. $4.95. into Christianity. But this kind of become clear." To whom? To those psychedelics, despite the fact

In his latest book, Alan Watts scholarly approach is not what more clear about this design than that the psrticul-r ceremony re-corded was "unsuccessful". The
plays the part of court jester in Watts has in mind. By pursuing Watts? His own attempt at clarity repetitive Incantations of the
order to take the reader behind the what he calls 'metatheology' he is his discussion of the symbolism Mazatec "curandem,' Maria Sa-
scenes of the Heaven and the God does not mean the historical sources of the First and Second Adam, the bind, convey to the listener the
of established theologies; hence, that lead to theology as a rational Fall and the Incarnation. But why form and atmosphere of the
the subtitle of the book: "The Art pursuit; in proposing a 'metathe- read Watts' sketchy account, where Indian mushroom ceremony. An
Of Godmanship." In previous ology' he specifies three operating no references are made to the bril- enclosed illustrated booklet con-
works, as Watts notes in the Pref- principles: liant discussions of these themes by tams notes by R. Gordon Wanon
ace, he had attempted a synthesis Kierkegaard, von nad, Barth, Til- and translation of Mmtec text.
between traditional Christianity !. observe religion as a form of Itch or Ricoeur. $4.95
and the unitive mysticism of Hindu- life, 'a kind of existing, an i) Alan Watts is a charming man,
ism and Buddhism along the lines involvement, a participation.' and a marvellous speaker -- his new Please send all orders (prs-p-ld -- no
of "the perennial philosophy." After 2. illumine one theological sys- books reads like a script for one of charge for postap) to UNIVERSITY
further reflection, this view was tern by looking at it and see- his television shows or like an edited BOOKS.Box 171, New Hyde Park,New York.
found wanting. Watts proposes a ing what happens to it in the tape from a number of dinner
new project in this work: context of another, conversations. (The most delightful
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